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is the worst. Thus will your corn-ears bow down to the earth
with goodness, if the Lord of Olympos send a good fulfilment
in the end ; and you will brush out the cobwebs from your
bins, and I think you will rejoice as you take of the food that
you have in store ; and with plenty shall you come to the
grey spring, nor will you look to other men; but another
man shall have need of you.
" But if at the solstice you plough the good earth, then
you will reap squatting down, grasping but a little in your
hand, covered with dust as you bind, and with no glad heart;
and you will carry all home in a basket, and few will admire
you. Yet changeful is the mind of Zeus the J3gis-bearer,
and hard for mortal men to know ; and if you are late with
your sowing, this may be a cure. When first the cuckoo
cuckoos amid the oak woods, and gladdens men over the
boundless earth—if then, on the third day, Zeus rains without
stopping, not more than enough to fill a cow's footprint,
nor less, then shall the late plougher vie with the early "—
but it is much best, the obscure last words of the paragraph
seem to say, to do things in good time.
After the ploughing and sowing-time, winter sets in in
earnest, and one is tempted to drop in at the smith's and idle
away the time in the informal club that meets round his warm
fire. But the temptation must be resisted : " Pass by the
smithy and its gossiping crowd in the winter time, when the
cold keeps a man from work in the fields ; that is a time when
an industrious man can do his house much good. . . . And
say to your slaves while it is still high summer : ' It will not
always be summer. Build barns.' "
And then follows the passage on midwinter—nothing to
do with work, but too good to leave out. " And avoid the
month of Lenaion, bitter days, all fit to skin a cow, and
the freezing blasts of the north wind that blows through the
horse-country of Thrace and falls upon the wide sea and stirs
it up ; and the earth and woodland groan ; and many a tall
oak and stout pine it flings to the earth. . . . And the wild
beasts shiver and put their tails between their legs, even those
whose hide is shaggy; the cold wind blows even through

